Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The Isogeometric Analysis (IGA) \[[@CR1]\] bridges the gap between the Computer Aided Design (CAD) and Computer Aided Engineering (CAE) communities. The idea of IGA is to apply B-spline basis functions \[[@CR2]\] for finite element method (FEM) simulations. The ultimate goal is to perform engineering analysis directly to CAD models without expensive remeshing and recomputations. IGA has multiple applications in time-dependent simulations, including phase-field models \[[@CR3], [@CR4]\], phase-separation simulations with application to cancer growth simulations \[[@CR5], [@CR6]\], wind turbine aerodynamics \[[@CR7]\], incompressible hyper-elasticity \[[@CR8]\], turbulent flow simulations \[[@CR9]\], transport of drugs in cardiovascular applications \[[@CR10]\], or the blood flow simulations and drug transport in arteries simulations \[[@CR11], [@CR12]\].

The stability of a numerical method based on Petrov-Galerkin discretizations of a general weak form relies on the famous discrete inf-sup condition (see, e.g., \[[@CR13]\]): "Babuška-Brezzi condition" (BBC) developed in years 1971--1974 at the same time by Ivo Babuśka, and Franco Brezzi \[[@CR14]--[@CR16]\].
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                \begin{document}$$\mathfrak {V}_h$$\end{document}$ (not necessarily conforming), there is not guarantee that the inf-sup condition is realized on the discrete level.

There are many methods constructing test functions providing better stability of the method for a given class of problems \[[@CR17]--[@CR20]\]. In 2010 the Discontinuous Petrov-Galerkin (DPG) method was proposed, with the modern summary of the method described in \[[@CR21], [@CR22]\]. The key idea of the DPG method is to construct the optimal test functions "on the fly", element by element. The DPG automatically guarantee the numerical stability of difficult computational problems, thanks to the automatic selection of the optimal basis functions. The DPG method is equivalent to the residual minimization method \[[@CR21]\]. The DPG is a practical way to implement the residual minimization method when the computational cost of the global solution is expensive (non-linear).

There is consistent literature on residual minimization methods, especially for convection-diffusion problem \[[@CR23]--[@CR25]\], where it is well known that the lack of stability is the main issue to overcome. In particular, the class of DPG methods \[[@CR26], [@CR27]\] aim to obtain a practical approach to solve the mixed system by breaking the test spaces (at the expense of introducing a hybrid formulation).

Recently, in \[[@CR28]\] a new stabilized finite element method based on residual minimization was introduced. The method consider first an adequate discontinuous Galerkin formulation. Then, the wanted solution is obtained by solving a residual minimization problem in terms of a dual discontinuous Galerkin norm. As in DPG methods, the method delivers a stable approximation and an error estimator to guide the adaptivity. However, its main attractive relies in that it allows to obtain a solution in a conforming sub space with the same quality of those ones obtained with the discontinuous Galerkin formulations. Last is evidenced by the authors considering standard Lagrange FEM polynomials.

In this paper, we explore the extension of \[[@CR28]\] to IGA. We investigate the possibility of considering highly-continuous B-splines spaces as trial and broken B-spline spaces as test. We focus on the stationary Stokes problem, that requires special stabilization effort (see \[[@CR29]--[@CR33]\]). Due to the large range of subspaces that can be considered as trial spaces, we perform experimentations considering different setups of conforming trial spaces contained in a given broken B-spline space of degree 4. We solve the global system calling the MUMPS solver \[[@CR34]--[@CR36]\], and we compare the obtained results in terms of computational cost and accuracy of the obtained solution.

Discontinuous Galerkin Based Isogeometric Residual Minimization (DGIRM) {#Sec2}
=======================================================================

In this section we briefly discuss, in an abstract setting, the main idea behind the discontinuous Galerking based residual minimization method introduced in \[[@CR28]\] in the isogeometric context.
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                \begin{document}$$\mathfrak {U}_h$$\end{document}$, is considered. Next, as starting point, is considered a discontinuous Galerkin variational formulation for problem ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) of the form:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathfrak {u}_h^{\mathrm {DG}}$$\end{document}$ being the solution of the DG problem ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}), problem ([6](#Equ6){ref-type=""}) can be equivalently written as the following saddle-point problem:
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Therefore, roughly speaking, the following two ingredients are required to perform the discontinuous Galerkin based isogeometric residual minimization: A well-posed discontinuous Galerkin formulation of the form ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}), satisfying the inf-sup property ([5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}).A conforming, in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The Stokes Problem {#Sec3}
==================
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Weak Variational Formulation {#Sec4}
----------------------------

We consider the following Hilbert spaces: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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An Equal-Order Discontinuous Galerkin Formulation {#Sec5}
-------------------------------------------------

In this section we briefly introduce, in the isogeometric context, a discontinuous Galerkin formulation proposed by Cockburn et al. in \[[@CR38]\] allowing to consider equal-order discontinuous spaces for the velocity and the pressure. A detailed discussion of alternative discontinuous Galerkin methods for the Stokes problem can be found in \[[@CR37]\].
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### Remark 1 (Discarding the zero-mean value restriction) {#FPar1}

Following Remark 6.14 from \[[@CR37]\], in practice we can ignore the zero mean-value constrain ([13](#Equ13){ref-type=""}) in the spaces for the pressure, and call MUMPS with pivoting. Then, a zero mean-value solution can be recovered by post-processing the solution as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Trial Spaces for the Residual Minimization Problem {#Sec6}
--------------------------------------------------

The subspace condition for the trial space give a wide range of possibilities. In this paper, we focus in the two dimensional case. For a given polynomial degree *p*, we denote by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We notice that couple of spaces a), b) and c) are stable in the classical isogeometric case (see \[[@CR39]\]), while the couple d) is not.

Numerical Results {#Sec7}
=================
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A Smooth Analytical Solution {#Sec8}
----------------------------
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Fig. 1.Pareto front for different setups of trial spaces defined in Sect. [3.3](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"}. The vertical axis denotes the computational cost expressed in terms of the number of floating-point operations performed by MUMPS solver. The horizontal axis denotes the error in the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Finally, in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, we plot the error $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The Lid-Cavity Flow Problem {#Sec9}
---------------------------

With the spirit of exploring the behavior of the method when the solution is non-smooth, as second example we consider the well-known lid-cavity flow problem (see eg. \[[@CR42]\]).

The problem models a plane flow of an isothermal fluid in a square lid-driven cavity of size $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Conclusions {#Sec10}
===========

We investigated a Discontinuous Galerkin (DG) based residual minimization (RM) stabilization for isogeometric analysis (IGA) simulations of the stationary Stokes problem. We explore the results obtained when considering a fixed DG-type test space and several types of conforming trial spaces. The higher continuity spaces result in a lower computational effort of the solver due to the reduction of the number of degrees of freedom, without affecting significantly the approximation. Moreover, the upper error bound constant is reduced when the continuity is increased, leading to a sharper estimation of the error in terms of the analytical solution. The method is also able to capture singularities even is considering a highly-continuous trial space, as evidenced with the well-known lid-cavity flow problem in the numerical section.

As future work, we plan to extend the analysis to other kind of mixed formulations, such as the Ossen and Maxwell equations \[[@CR44]--[@CR46]\], as well as exploring parallelization techniques for the resolution of the saddle-point problem \[[@CR47]\], and localized adaptive mesh refinement techniques based on the residual estimator ([10](#Equ10){ref-type=""}). The future work will also involve incorporating of the DG method mixed with residual minimization formulation within adaptive finite element code \[[@CR42], [@CR48]\].
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